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Modeling of electrostatic forces induced by chemical surface

functionalisation for microrobotics applications

Amélie Cot1,2, Jérôme Dejeu3, Sophie Lakard2, Patrick Rougeot1, Michaël Gauthier1, IEEE Member

Abstract— Non-contact microrobotics is a promising way
to avoid adhesion caused by the well-known scale effects.
Nowadays, several non-contact micro-robots exist. Most of them
are controlled by magnetic or dielectrophoresis phenomena.
To complete this, we propose a method based on electrostatic
force induced by chemical functionalisation of substrates. In this
study, we show a model of this force supported by experimental
results. We reached long range forces measuring an interaction
force of several microNewtons and an interaction distance of
tens micrometers. This paper shows the relevance of using
chemical electrostatic forces for microrobotics applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

The behaviour and the design of micro-nano-robots are

significantly modified by the well-known scale effects [1],

[2], [3]. When the scale reduces, the volume forces become

negligible compared to the surface forces and several par-

ticular effects appear (e.g. adhesion). Recently several non-

contact microrobots have been proposed, they are usually

propelled by volume force such as magnetic or dielec-

trophoresis forces. In these cases, non-contact robots or non-

contact manipulation strategies are proposed to avoid the

disturbance induced by adhesion [4], [5], [6]. In particular

conditions, surface force could also induce repulsive effect

in spite of attractive effect (adhesion [7]), and could be

exploited in non-contact micro-robots design.

We are going to show in this paper that chemical func-

tionalisation on micro-robots could induce a repulsive force

with an interaction distance about few times of the size of the

robots. Chemical functionalisation could be in the future used

to induce a repulsive behaviour between the micro-robots and

the substrate, and thus guarantee a permanent levitation of

the robot. This paper presents the electrochemical principle

and some force measurements which show the interest of

electrochemistry in non-contact micro-robots.

The next section presents the chemical principle used to

functionalise the surface. The section III deals with the mod-

eling of the long range electrochemical forces. Experimental

measurements of interaction forces showing the validity of

the approach are described in the section IV. Discussions

on the applications of this original interaction force in non-

contact microrobots are provided in the last section.
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II. SURFACE FUNCTIONALISATIONS

A. Techniques of surface modification by chemistry

Several techniques (dry or wet pathway) lead to the

modification of the surface properties, and more precisely

the adhesive force, as a reactive ion etching process [8], the

structuring [9] and the chemical compound adhesion. The

common used methods, in liquid medium, are self-assembly

monolayer (SAM) deposited [10] [11] or polymer adsorption.

The most used materials in micro-systems are silicon or gold,

so grafting [12] or polymer electrodeposited [13] are both

easily implemented. Electrical charges of SAM or polymer

can be controlled by the modification of the pH of the liquid

medium [14], using the protonation or deprotonation of the

amine or carboxylic function according to their own pKa

(equilibrium constant) like shown on figure 1 and figure 2.

This type of phenomenon as already been observed by

Pollack and his team [15].

Fig. 1. Amine grafting.

Fig. 2. Substrate modified by amino (a) or carboxylic (b) function obtained
by electropolymerisation.

Electrosynthesis of intrinsic conducting polymers as films

on silicon or gold substrates is an interesting topic of



investigation. Indeed they have particular electrical properties

and it’s possible to localise the deposit on a very small

conducting area [16]. Moreover this method enables to obtain

a greater charge density than those obtained with SAM

(figure 1) [17]. Indeed the entanglement of the polymer

chains allows a higher concentration of interest functions

(amino or carboxylic function (figure 2)).

B. Force measurement

In order to characterize surface functionalisations, an

atomic force microscope (AFM) has been used (figure 3).

The silicon rectangular AFM cantilever has a stiffness of

0.3 N/m. The cantilever is fixed while the substrate moves

vertically. Most of the force measurement on AFM are done

with the tip whose diameter is several tens on nanometers.

In order to evaluate the interaction between a micrometer

scaled robot and a substrate, the interaction between a mi-

crosphere and a substrate has been considered. Consequently

a borosilicate sphere (from 0.5 to 100 µm diameter) has been

glued on the cantilever. Force-distance curves were obtained

by the exploitation of the measurement of the deformation

of the AFM cantilever with a laser diode and a sensitive

four-quadrant photodiode . Most of the measurements was

performed at the driving speed of 200 nm/s to stave off the

influence of the hydrodynamic drag forces in 10 different

points. All measurements were done in liquid medium with

the pH necessary to protonate the chemical function of

interest.

Fig. 3. The AFM-related setup used for force measurement.

III. MODELING OF THE ELECTROSTATIC FORCE

A. Modeling

Electrostatic interactions between charged surfaces in elec-

trolyte solutions determine many dynamic phenomena like

Fig. 4. a) Pyrrole (Ppy) b) APTES ((3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane).

aggregation, suspension or adsorption to a surface [18]. The

aim of this paper is to show that this kind of force could

be used to manipulate small objects. A first coarse model

considering only a surface charge has already been proposed

by Dejeu et al. [14] in microrobotics. We are proposing in

this paper a more realistic model. Indeed, the presence of a

charged surface in an ionic solution induces a specific mod-

ification of the medium. If the surface is positively charged,

a digressive layer of anions appears around the contact with

the surface until the back to the electric equilibrium in the

bulk solution. This phenomena is called Electrical Double

Layer (EDL). This EDL is modeled by the DLVO (Derjaguin,

Verwey and Overbeek) theory based on the Guy-Chapman-

Stern [19] model. EDL explains the behaviour between

particles in colloidal suspension (figure 5), according to the

Poisson-Boltzmann equation (PB) [20]. Indeed, two levels

are noteworthy, the first one is the potential ψo at the surface

and the second is the potential ψd at the end of the compact

layer. Between these two values, the electrical potential

decreases linearly [21]. Later, Adamczyk et al. established a

numerical method to resolve the non-linear PB equation for

sphere/plane configuration for applications associated with

colloid particles adsorption [22].

Fig. 5. Schematic of electrical double layer (EDL) in a liquid in contact
with a negatively charged solid by Stern modeling.

Fig. 6. a) Modeling of a dipole layer in interaction with a charged sphere
b) Modeling in planar coordinates of a dipole in interaction with a charged
sphere.



Our model shows the interaction between a charged sphere

of 10 µm diameter and a substrate. According to the EDL

model (figure 5), we modeled the solid substrate and the

compact layer as a sum of dipoles and calculated the elec-

trostatic force between this sum of dipoles and the charged

sphere (figure 6a). The electrostatic force, δFelec, along the

vertical axis z opposed to an elementary charge δQsw on the

sphere is:

δFelec =
∑

ij

δQsw .
Qd

4πǫ0
.[(hw − k).MP−

3

2
− hw.MN−

3

2 ],

(1)

where Qsw and Qd are the sphere and dipole charge

respectively, hw is the orthogonal distance between the

charge of the sphere and the substrate, and k is the dipole

thickness. MP and MN are the distance between the sphere

and the top and the bottom of the dipole respectively. They

are defined by equations (2) and (3) respectively:

MP =
√

(hw − k)2 + (l.i)2 + (L.j)2, (2)

MN =
√

h2w + (l.i)2 + (L.j)2, (3)

where l and L are the distances between two dipoles fol-

lowing the x (vector i) and the y (vector j) axis respectively.

Total charge of the dipole is given by:

Qd = ncharges.e.l.L, (4)

where ncharges is the dipoles number on the elementary

surface l.L and e is the electron charge.

The sphere has been numerized strip by strip (see in

figure 7)

Fig. 7. Modeling of the strips of the sphere.

Thus the sphere elementary charge δQsw is:

δQsw = ncharges.e.2π.rw.bw, (5)

where w is the strip number,bw is the strip thickness and

rw is the radius of the disc at a hight of the strip w:

rw = rcosαw, (6)

where αw is the angle of the strip w (see in figure 7).

So the orthogonal distance, hw, between the charge of the

sphere and the substrate is defined by:

hw = z + bw.(w − 1) +
bw
2
, (7)

where z is the distance between the bottom of the sphere

and the substrate.

The total force Felec along z applied by the substrate on

the whole sphere is:

Felec =
∑

w

δFelec, (8)

or,

Felec =
∑

w

∑

ij

Qsw .
Qd

4πǫ0
.[(hw−k).MP−

3

2
−hw.MN−

3

2 ].

(9)

Consequently for all diameters spheres, the optimal num-

ber of strips to consider on the sphere is a function of

the distance z between the sphere and the substrate. Indeed

when the sphere is far (z < r) from the substrate, 5 strips

are enough to model the interaction whereas 5000 strips

are necessary when the sphere is closed to the substrate

(z < r/1000).

B. Simulation results

First results of this modeling are shown in figure 8.

The lines correspond respectively to the interaction force-

distance between the substrate and (i) a 10 nm punctual tip

(stars curve), (ii) a 10 µm diameter sphere considered as a

point charge (triangles curve) and (iii) a numerized 10 µm
diameter sphere with an all over distribution of charges

(squares curve).
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Fig. 8. Force-distance curves between a charged sphere or an AFM-tip
and a surface of dipoles.

The model of the tip is closed to the colloidal behaviour

of particles and is coherent with bibliography [23]. Indeed,

the interaction force in colloids is less than 1 nN at few



nanometers distance as shown by Filby et al. [24]. Figure 8

shows that considering micrometer sphere increases signifi-

cantly both the interaction distance and the interaction force.

Indeed the use of a point charge on a 10 µm diameter sphere

instead of a point charge on a simple AFM tip of 10 nm
multiplies the interaction force by 102 (crosses curve), and

even 103 when the charge is distributed on the sphere surface.

Figure 8 illustrates also the differences between the two

cases of sphere modeling: a point charge at the middle

of the sphere (case 1) or a distribution of charges on the

sphere surface (case 2). When the interaction distance is

greater to 2 µm, there is no difference between the two

cases. Whereas, when the distance is lower, a difference

appears. It is due to the fact that some charges closed to

the substrate, have a significant impact on the interactions.

The repulsion force in the case 2 is ten times more than

an unique charge at the sphere center, when the distance

between the sphere and the substrate is 10 nm.

C. Interaction distance

In order to evaluate the interaction distance of this force,

we are going to compare it with the force induced by

Brownian motion. Indeed, if the electrostatic force is greater

than Brownian motion force, the behaviour of the sphere

will be driven by the electrostatic force. If the electrostatic

force is lower than Brownian motion force, the behaviour of

the sphere is not influenced by the electrostatic force. We

considered that the limit between the two cases define the

interaction distance. The kinetic energy of Brownian motion

EcB and due to the electrostatic force EcF are defined

respectively by:

EcB =
1

2
mV 2

b =
1

2
kbT, (10)

EcF =
1

2
mV 2

F , (11)

where m is the particle mass, VB is the Brownian average

speed and VF the speed induced by the force Felec, kb
the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. During the

sphere movement, the electrostatic force is equilibrated by

the Stokes drag force:

Felec = 6πµrVF , (12)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the medium and r the

particle radius.

In order to determine the limit force where the Brownian

motion is similar to the electrostatic force, we considered the

case where:

EcF = EcB . (13)

By combination of (10), (11) and (12), the equation (13)

becomes:

m(
Felec

6πµr
)2 = kBT, (14)

where,

m = ρ
4

3
πr3, (15)

where ρ is the sphere density.

Now, it is possible to define the limit force Flim between

an electrostatic driven behaviour and a Brownian behaviour:

Flim =

√

27

ρ

µ2π

r
kBT . (16)

Numerical applications of this equation are given in table I.

Sphere Brownian motion
diameter limit force

10 nm 130 pN
10 µm 4 pN

TABLE I

NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS OF BROWNIAN MOTION FORCE.

For a 10 nm diameter sphere, the limit force is 130 pN .

It represented by the green line on the left in the figure 9.

The interaction distance is around 1 nm. For a 10 µm
diameter sphere, the limit force Flim is ten times smaller. It

is represented by the green line on the right in the figure 9.

The interaction distance is now about tens of micrometers.

Thus, it shows that electrochemistry is able to provide long

range force on microspheres.
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Fig. 9. Abacus of force-distance curves according to several sphere
diameter.

Figure 9 is an abacus of force-distance interaction in

function of several sizes of spheres. It provides by the same

model than in previous part (equation 9). From figure 9

and table I, a minimum sphere size is required to measure

electrostatic interaction between a charged sphere and a

charged substrate. Indeed in the case of a 10 nm diameter

sphere, the electrostatic interaction is mostly covered by

Brownian motion noise and makes it difficult to perform a

precise force measurement.



IV. EXPRIMENTAL STUDY

In order to validate the impact of electrochemistry on

the microsphere, different experimental studies have been

carried. The first one is the measure of the repulsion between

a substrate and a 10 µm sphere and the second one is the

influence of the probe size on this repulsion.

Fig. 10. AFM with substrate in liquid medium.

A. Repulsive force measurement

The repulsive force measurement has been done between

the borosilicate probe and a polypyrrole (Ppy) film. Polypyr-

role (figure 4a) has been deposited on silicon covered by gold

electrodes by electropolymerisation. Indeed, the used elec-

trodes were parts of silicon wafer covered by 1 µm sprayed

chrome and gold to enhanced the conductivity and facilitate

the electropolymerisation process. Ppy is a currently used

intrinsic conducting polymer that chemical and mechanical

properties have already been detailed by Patois et al. [25].

The measurements were done in liquid medium at pH 10

according to experimental conditions describe in section II

and just after the film formation to avoid possible alterations

(figure 11) with an AFM (figure 10).

The point 0 on the distance axis corresponds to the contact

point between the cantilever and the substrate. The figure 11

shows that the interactions between the sphere glued on

the cantilever and the substrate were strongly repulsive.

Mean value of 5 µN with a maximum of 6 µN for the

series of experimental tests with LiClO4 as the counter-

ion. This repulsion is due to the negative charge of the

probe and of the film by the influence of the additional

counter-ion tangled in the film (LiClO4 in this case). From

figure 8 and figure 11, it can be deduced that modeling and

experimental works have the same order of magnitude with

predicted and measured values of interaction force closed

to the microNewton. Moreover the interaction distance is

also similar between modeling with a predicted value of tens

micrometers and experimental results with a measured result

at 45 µm. These experimental tests were performed ten times

with a standard deviation σf of 0.38 µN for the interaction
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Fig. 11. Force-distance curves on functionalised PPy in LiClO4 salt by
electropolymerisation in liquid medium (pH 10, spring constant 0.3 N/m).

force and a σd of 4.24 µm for the interaction distance. So

we can conclude that these experiments are repeatable .

B. Study of the influence of the sphere size

In order to evaluate the influence of the sphere size,

experimental studies have been carried. Substrate and spheres

of several sizes from 0.5 to 100 µm diameter have been

functionalised by grafting of APTES (figure 4b) [14]. Mea-

surements of interaction force have been realized in liquid

medium at pH 2 according to the equilibrium constant of

amine function. The results are summarized in Table II.

Sphere Interaction Interaction
diameter (µm) distance (µm) force (µN )

100 13.6 2.05

40 12.7 0.9

10 10.8 0.83

5 3.25 0.55

1 1.27 0.90

0.5 1.7 0.9

TABLE II

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR INTERACTION DISTANCE AND

INTERACTION FORCE BETWEEN SUBSTRATE AND SPHERE

FUNCTIONALISED BY APTES.

From Table II, the interaction distance increases from 1.7

µm to 13.6 µm with the sphere size. We also observed

an increase of the repulsive force with the sphere size. So

the sphere size has a influence on the interaction force and

the interaction distance with the substrate. Repulsive force

stays around the microNewton in each case. These results

are quite consistent with previous modeling (figure 9), al-

though a greater distribution of repulsive forces was expected

between 0.5 and 10 µN .The repulsive distance determined

experimentally are in accordance with the model exposed

previously.



V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

A. Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied interaction force and inter-

action distance induced by electrostatic charges controlled

by electrochemistry. Different functionalisations as grafting

and deposition of intrinsic conducting polymer have been

tested. All these techniques are promising ways to control

electrostatic forces in non-contact microrobotics applications.

Experimental measurements obtained with a relevant repeata-

bility have been coherent results compared to the model.

Some force up to 6 µm and interaction distance up to 45

µm have been observed experimentally on 10 µm diameter

sphere. Chemistry appears as a promising way to improve

micro-robotics efficiency and accuracy.

B. Future works

This approach could be implemented on a micro-robot,

to validate the application context. For example, it might be

adapted to the magnetic micro-robot MagPieR [26]. Electro-

static levitation induced by chemical functionalisation could

avoid the stick-slip effects and increases the repeatability and

the speed of the micro-robot. Moreover this type of methods

can be implemented in several materials (conductive or not),

and thus it can be easily adapted to already developed micro-

robots that can withstand the liquid medium and the required

pH. Furthermore, the trajectory of the functionalised micro-

robot could also be controlled by an external electrical field.

Future works will also focus on the precise characterization

of the charged substrate (surface, morphology, exact charge

density, cristallinity). Moreover, it could be interesting to

vary the ionic strength of the medium to evaluate the electric-

field screening. It will permit to define the better medium to

use to have the maximum charge available. Then, other PCIs

or polymers have to be tested to make a comparative study

and evaluate the better way of substrate modification for each

micro-robotic application.
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